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After providing a survey of the pertinent known literature, this paper 
defines the notion of a face of class B of a compact convex set and provides 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the class of all such faces in order that 
the given convex set be a Choquet simplex. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2], Alfsen demonstrates that each compact face of a Choquet 
simplex admits a complementary face. Later in [3] the set of all 
bounded Bore1 functions on a general compact convex set for which 
the “barycenter formula” is valid is denoted by A and a face of class A 
is defined to be a set of the form f-‘(O) with f E A, f > 0. Alfsen 
then proceeds in [3] to show, in the metrizable case, that the A faces 
comprise a u-complete Boolean algebra under the “join”; F, G --t 
convex hull of F u G, the “meet”; F, G + F n G and “complemen- 
tation”; F + F’ where F’ is the complementary face of [2]. 
Alain Goullet de Rugy [18] h as called the author’s attention to the 
aforementioned theorem of Alfsen which has been generalized in [21] 
for the metrizable case and by Rogalski in [16] for the general setting 
(see also [22]). 
It is not difficult [7] to observe that each face of class A of an 
arbitrary (not necessarily metrizable) Choquet simplex K is norm- 
closed, when K is viewed as a subset of the Banach space conjugate 
A(K)*, of the space of continuous affine functions A(K) on K. 
Calling the norm closed faces of K strongly closed faces, the 
author showed [7] that necessary and sufficient conditions for a given 
compact convex set to be a simplex are 
(a) the norm-closed convex hull of the union of any pair of 
faces is again a face, 
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(b) every strongly closed face admits a complement, and 
(c) if f is any bounded affine function on K and a is a real 
number then either one of {X :f(~) < u} or {X :f(~) > u} is void or 
there are complementary vaces F and G with F C {X :.f(~) > LZ} and 
G C {x : f(x) < u]. 
With these comments in mind, it seems quite natural to ask if the 
strongly closed faces can be replaced by some smaller class without 
destroying the basic conclusions above. It would be convenient to 
remove assumption (b) in the process. This problem was partially 
answered by Rogalski in [17]. There, the strongly closed faces are 
replaced by the class of compact faces and these are shown to enjoy 
properties similar to (a), (b), and (c) above. By enlarging the class of 
compact faces to a collection which is generally smaller than that 
used in [7], the author, in this paper (Theorem 1.3 below), provides 
a complete answer to this question. 
As a point of reference, many other characterizations of Choquet 
simplexes are known. Indeed, [7, 6, 11, 15, 231 all contain such 
characterizations or at least references to them. 
2. THE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Throughout this paper, K is a fixed but arbitrary compact convex 
subset of some real locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space. 
Its extreme points are denoted by EK and closure operations in K 
by Cl(r). 
Whenever expedient, K is identified with the set 
K’ = {p’ E A(K)* : y(l) = 1 = jl rp]I} 
via the map x + ~~ where A(K) is the space of continuous affine 
functions on K, A(K)* is the Banach space conjugate of A(K), and 
df) =fW f or all f E A(K) [15]. A subset of K is strongly closed 
if its image in K’ is closed in the norm topology on K’. 
The notation, terminology, fundamental notions concerning 
resultants of positive measures (= regular Borel) of unit mass on K, 
maximal measures, simplexes, and affine functions on K may be found 
in [15]. 
Recall from [l] that a face F of a convex subset C of a real vector 
space is a convex subset such that ax, + (1 - u) x2 E F with a E (0, 1) 
and xi EC imphes that xi EF for i = 1, 2. A pair Fi, i = 1, 2 of 
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faces of C are complementary relative to C(complements of each other), if 
(1) Fin Fz = a, and 
(2) every x E C \ (Fl u F2) has a unique decomposition of the 
form x = ar,(F,) + (1 - a) r,(F,) with a E (0, I), and rz(Fi) E Fi 
fori= 1,2. 
Complementary faces of this type were introduced simultaneously by 
Alfsen and Anderson in [4] and by F. Perdrizet in [13]. In the first 
reference they were called split faces and in the latter direct surfaces. 
The author is indepted toA.A. Goullet de Rugy [ 181 for these references 
(see also [2]). 
Now let Fl and F, be a pair of complemented faces of a convex 
set C. The affine indicator function (A.I.F.)f of Fl is defined as follows: 
1 
1; XCF, 
f(x) = 0; x+zF, 
d(~d4)) + (1 - MF,)); x E C\(F, ” Fz) 
The symbol co(*) in the lemma below denotes the convex hull of 
the set under consideration. 
LEMMA 1.1. (1) If a face F of a convex set C has a complement 
F’ then F’ is unique. (2) Let F and G be faces of a convex set C. If they 
are complemented then so is co(F u G). 
Proof. Both (1) and (2) are known [4,5]. Part (1) is quite easy 
to prove and so the demonstration is omitted. A proof of part (2) 
can be constructed quite easily and directly (although it is rather long) 
by considering three cases: FnG=a, @#FnG#F, and 
@ # F n G # G; and applying the definition of complementary 
faces via arguments by contradiction. For completeness’ sake, the 
proof of the case I is give below. For brevity, Cases II and III are 
omitted. 
Case I. Assume that F n G = ia. Let f and g be the A.I.F.‘s 
of F and G, respectively, and put h = f + g. Then H = {x : h(x) = l} 
is a face of C which contains co(F u G). Let x E H \ co(F u G) so 
that x $ F. If x E F’, then f (x) = 0 implies that g(x) = 1 and hence 
x E G. Supposing that x is not in F’ implies the existence of unique 
x~EF, x~EF’, and a E (0, 1) such that x = ax, + (1 - a) x2 . 
Because F n G = m and G is a face, G C F’ and G’ n F’ is a com- 
plement of G relative to the convex set F’. There must be a b E [O, 11, 
yr E G, and yz E G’ n F’ such that 
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and so 
1 = h(x) 
= Wax, + (1 - 4 h + (1 - a)(1 - 6) yz) 
= a+(1 -a)b, 
or b = 1. Thus xa E G and x E co(F u G). This shows that 
H = co(F u G) and that co(F u G) is a face. 
To get that H is complemented, set H’ = F’ n G’ and take 
xeC\(HuH’). One of three situations can occur: Either 
xEF’butx$G’,x#F’butxEG’,orx$G’andx$G’. 
If x E F’ but x 4 G’, then since x $ G, x = ar,JG) + ( 1 - LZ) r,(G’). 
But F’ is a face and so rz( G’) E F’. Thus r,(G) E H and Y,J G’) E F’ n G’. 
Now if 
x=b(cx,f(l -c)xJ+(I -b)x,, 
where b, c E (0, I), x1 E F, x2 E G, x3 E F’ n G’, then, because x 6 F’, 
cxz + (1 - c) xa E F’ and, actually, xi E F’ for i = 1, 2. 
Since z = cxi + (1 - c) xa E G; ,a 4 F, z must be an element of G. 
Thus z = r,(G) and the decomposition is unique. Similar results 
apply to the case x E F’ but x E G’. In case x $ F’ and x $ G’, one has 
x = UY$(G) + (1 - u) r,(G’). 
Now x = r,(G’) E G’; so it is not in F n G’ because x is not in H. 
If x is in F’ n G’, the desired decomposition obtains. Assume that 
x $ F’ n G’. There are unique yi E F \ G’, y2 E F’ n G’, and b E (0, 1) 
such that 
And hence 
z = r,(G’) = by, + (1 - b) yz . 
(*> x = ay,(G) + (1 - a) by, + (1 - a)(1 - b) y2 . 
Setting c = a + (1 - u) b and d = a/c, 
(*) can be written as 
(**> x = c@y,(G) + (1 - d)y,) + (1 - cjyz, 
because yr E F is the desired decomposition. The uniqueness follows 
as above, from straightforward manipulations of the right side of (**). 
Attention is now focused on the appropriate subclass of the strongly 
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closed faces of a compact convex set in order to obtain the objectives 
of paragraph 4 of the Introduction. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let K be a compact convex set. A face F of K 
is of class B if it is 
(i) strongly closed, and 
(ii) F n EK is a Bore1 subset of EK. 
Here, a Bore1 subset of EK is taken to be an element of the smallest 
u-algebra generated by the relatively closed subsets of EK, when K 
has its original topology. 
While these faces may not constitute the best family of faces for 
the characterization of Theorem 1.3 below, the author was unable to 
find a smaller class which would do the job. It is pertinent in this 
regard that one keep in mind the existence [21] of distinct faces of the 
simplex M1+[O, l] f g 1 o re u ar Bore1 measure on the unit interval 
having common extreme points. 
Now, given that one wishes to impose conditions on the class of 
B-faces which will be necessary and sufficient for K to be a simplex, 
how does one proceed ? Begin by reviewing the existing characteri- 
zations of Choquet simplexes and observe that most of these are 
contained in [l 1, 15, 231. Of these 17 or so known characterizations, 
two appear to be particularly useful in the present setting. These are 
(1) K is a simplex if and only if the function 
f(x) = inf{h(x) : h E A(K), h >.f} 
is affine whenever f is continuous and concave on K, and 
(2) K is a simplex if and only if A(K)* is an abstract Kakutani 
(L)-space [9]. 
Actually, (I) can be modified to the statement “K is a simplex if and 
only if 
fvg(x) = inf{h(x) : h E A(K), h 3 fvg> 
is affine whenever f, g E A(K) and (fv g)(x) = f(x) rig(x).” So, taking 
(1) as a base, it appears that what is needed is a “least upper bound” 
operation supa(., *) f or elements of A(K) which produces bounded 
affine functions and satisfies 
SuPa(f, g) = f v ‘c 
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for allf, g E A(K). If the B-faces of a compact convex set are comple- 
mented, supremum and infinimum operations for the set S of A.I.F. 
of the B-faces can be defined as follows: 
supa( f, g) + A.I.F. of the convex hull of f-‘( 1) u g-l(l) 
inf,J f, g) + A.I.F. of f-‘( 1) n g-‘( 1) 
when f, g # 1 or 0, and 
SUP&f, 1) = 1, suPcz(f> 0) = f, 
inf,(f, 1) =f, inf,( f, 0) = 0. 
With these operations, S (see [7, 141) and its norm closed linear span M 
in the space A,(K) of bounded affine functions on K, is a lattice with 
an order unit. That is, M is an (&Q-space [8]. If it were known that 
A(K) C M, then all that would remain to be done would be to 
demonstrate that 
(i) sup,(f,g) = f v g for all f and g in A(K). This can be 
accomplished by first observing that for elements f, g of S, 
(ii) SupJf, g)(x) = supkf (y) + (1 - a) g(#, where 
O<ol<l,y,z;~Kandx=oly+(l--)z, 
and then to demonstrate [19] that the same formula holds when 
f, g E A(K). Equation (i) then follows from the well-known identity 
(iii) sup{$(y) + (1 - a)f(z)} = f v g(x) valid for f, g E A(K). 
That K is a simplex would now follow from the modified version of (1). 
Starting with (2) as a base (which is what the author had in mind 
until the preceeding was pointed out to him by Goulet de Rugy in 
[18]) requires a different viewpoint. One must find a suitable (L)-space 
E in which to embed A(K)* and then show that A(K)* is an (L)- 
subspace of E. A suitable such (L)-space is the Banach space conjugate 
M* of the (M)-space M. To get A(K)* embedded in M* requires that 
M separate the points of K so that A(K)* and M are in duality. As in 
the preceeding paragraphs, this is accomplished if A(K) c M. Thus, 
in either case, one must have A(K) C &I. Condition (b) in Theorem 1.3 
is the requirement which forces A(K) to be contained in M. This 
condition appears in this form because of the ease in which the con- 
verse then follows. 
An A.I.F. of a face of class B is called a B-afine indicator function 
(B.A.I.F.). 
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THEOREM 1.3. A compact convex set K is a Choquet simplex if 
and only if 
(4 every face of class B is complemented, and 
(b) to each E > 0 and f 6 A(K) there exist B.A.I.F’s g, ,...,g, 
and scalars a, ,..., a, such that I/f - C,F=, aigi /I < E. 
Proof. Let S be, as above, the lattice of B.A.I.F.‘s on K, and 
let J!J be the closed linear span of S in A,(K). Because of (b), 
A(K) C M and hence separates the points of K. For x E K define 
Tzf = f (x) for all f E M. Then T is a one-to-one affine map of K 
into the Choquet simplex 
L = {# E M” : #(I) = 1 = 11 #iI} 
Moreover, each I/J EL has a “resultant” r(9) = $1 A(K) in K. 
Now M* is an abstract Kakutani (L)-space [7] and hence each 
#EM* can be decomposed into its positive and negative parts. 
For such #, let #+ = I,/J v 0, #+ = #+/II $I+ 11, #- = (--$)+, and 
#- = $-/II #- I/. Define P : M* + M* by 
I 
0; I)’ = *- = 0, 
II ++ IIW#+N; *+ # 0, *- = 0, 
We = II *- II mw *+ = 0, #- # 0, 
II 4+ II WrG,)) - II 9-11 wm p # 0, *- # 0. 
Using the fact that T is affine and noting that the unit sphere of M* 
is the convex hull of L it is quite easy to show that P is linear, P2 = P, 
P > 0 and 11 P (I = 1. Moreover, the range of P is just the subspace 
H = [O, co) T(K) - [O, a) T(K) 
of M*. According to [12], H must be an (L)-space in its own right and, 
according to definition, T(K) must be a simplex. Because T is one-to- 
one, K is also a simplex. 
To prove that every Choquet simplex K satisfies (a) and (b), it 
is sufficient [5] to show that (b) holds. To do this, let u, denote the 
unique maximal measure on K with resultant x E K. Let E > 0 and 
f E A(K). Then h = f I cl(EK) is continuous, and by dividing up the 
range of h into half-open intervals of the form [a, a + E), 
[a + E, a + 2~) ,..., [a + (n - 1) E, b], where a = inf,,, h(x) and 
b = sup,,Eic h(x), it is possible to choose a pairwise disjoint collection 
I’ of Bore1 subsets of cl(EK) and scalars a, ,..., a, such that 
1; z*kz aixv, 11 < E. H ere, xv, are the characteristic functions of Vi . 
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Now define g$(x) = J xv, du, for 1 < i < n and x E K. For each i, 
gi E A(K) and II gi II = sup zEEK j gi(x)l = 1. It is trivial to verify that 
Fi = {VY : gi(x) = 1) and Gi = {x : g,(x) = 0} are faces of K of class G. 
They are also complementary. To see this, let x E K \ (Fi u Gi). The 
maximal measure U, has a decomposition U, = azli + (1 - a) u,2 , 
with ~i( Vi) = 1, z~,(cl(EK) \ Vi) = 1, and vui , i = 1, 2, maximal. 
Let xi be the resultants of zli , i = 1, 2, in K. Then 
and hence x1 E Fi . Similarly, x2 E Gi . Because vi and v2 are unique, 
x1 and x2 are also unique. Thus Fi and Gi are complementary. 
In a similar fashion, it is possible to prove that to each x E K there 
correspond nonnegative real numbers si , Cy=, Si = 1, and xi E Fi 
such that x = Cy=, Sixi . Hence 
and Ilf- ZkIaigiII < E. Because each gi is a B.A.I.F., the proof is 
complete. 
Remarks. At first glance, it does not seem as though much more 
has been accomplished here than in [7]. However, the class B is 
generally much smaller than the class used to generate the necessary 
and sufficient conditions of [7]. One sees that this is the case by taking 
K to be the r-simplex [6] formed by the class of positive normalized 
regular Bore1 measures on the unit interval, [0, 11, with unit mass 
and the weak topology induced by the continuous functions. The 
norm closure of the convex hull of any subset X of EK is exactly the 
set of barycenters of measures supported by denumerable subsets 
of X. So, taking X to be any non-Bore1 subset of [0, I], the norm 
closed convex hull of X is a face of K which is not of class B. 
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